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26. The apparatus of claim 24 in which the first and second arras of the

holding element are spring arms.

27. The apparatus of claim 24 in which the first and second arms are fixed,

and Hie holding element further includes a strap for securing the spray paint can to the

first and second arms.

28. The apparatus of claim 24 in which the first and second arms are fixed,

and the holding element further includes a first magnet secured to the first arm and a

second magnet secured to the second arm for securing the spray paint can to me first and

second arms.

REMARKS

Reconsideration of mis application is respectfully requested.

The 35 U.S.C. § 1 12 rejection has been duly noted and the affected claims have

been rewritten to overcome me rejection.

However, it is respectfully suggested that the term "relatively lowRPM" is very

specifically defined in the specification. The definition is now included in claims 1 and

9.
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The rejection based on the Roepke patent is respectfully traversed The Roepke

structure does not rotate a can, but oscillates a can. There is a substantial difference

between oscillation and rotation.

Furthermore, the use of a hand drill would not be able to rotate a can at the

relatively lowRPM specified in tiie specification and claims.

Moreover, the Roepke structure doesnot include the structural limitations set forth

in independent claims 1 and 9. Roepke does not include, for example, apanel extending

upward form a base, and another connected to the panel for rotating the can.

Finally, Hie holding element of Roepke is defined and claimed as a C-shaped

bracket, andthus does notmeetthe structural limitations ofa base andtwo extended arms

as clearly defined in the present specification and illustrated in the drawing Figures.

The rejection on the Rosenblatt reference is also respectfully traversed. The

difference in the RPM of the Rosenblatt reference and the present apparatus has been

notedbyHie Exarniner. However, it is noted that the purpose ofthe Rosenblatt structure

is for rotating msulin, not paint It is noted that Roepke, Sterrenberg, and Blume

references are all for agitating paint cans, not rotating them. In other words, none ofthe

cited references relate to rotating a can of spray paint. Accordingly, the logic of the

Exammer is deemedmappropriatewi^^

ofreferences.
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It is accordingly submitted thatthe present claims define over the prior art and are

allowable. An indication of such allowability is requested.

Exhibit A contains the rewritten claims with appropriate underlining and

bracketing.

Respectfully submitted,

E. RAY CARTER, Applicant

HGS:jg
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EXHIBIT A

1. Spray paint can mixer apparatus comprising in combination:

abase;

a panel extending upwardly from the base;

means for holding a spray paint can for mixing; and

a motor connected to the panel and to Ihe means for holding a spray paint can for

rotating the means for holding a spray paint can for mixing the paint in the spray paint can

at a relatively low RPM ofbetween ahn„t^ fivem*^ pPAil

9. Apparatus for mixing paint in a spray paint can comprising in combination;

means for holding the can of spray paint;

amotor connectedto the means forholding** spray paint can for rotating the spray

paint can at a relatively lowRPM ofbetween ,w five mA^ PPx,. md
means for supporting the means for holding the spray paint can and the motor.

24. The apparatus ofclaim 9 in which the means for holding the spray paint can

mcludesaj^elementrmeans]
secuxedtomemotorandhavingafirstareaandasecond

area.
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25. The apparatus of claim 24 in which the holding dement [means] further

includes a first arm and a second arm.

26. The apparatus of claim 24 in which the first and second arms ofthe holding

element [means] are spring arms.

27. The apparatus of claim 24 in which the first and second arms are fixed, and

the holding element [means] further includes a strap for securing the spray paint can to the

first and second arms,

28. The apparatus of claim24 in which the first and second arms are fixed, and

the holding element [means] further includes a first magnet secured to the first arm and a

second magnet secured to the second arm for securing the spray paint can to the first and

second aims.
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